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Transforming Bastar
Yuvoday 2.0

eam of Yuvoday is working with the aim of transforming Bastar into a 
healthy, malnutrition free and covid resistant district. To support educa-
tion and to provide learning opportunities for all, sports are organized 
every Saturday at community level in which villagers are informed about T

government scheme. Mohalla class is taken by Yuvoday in all villages of the district 
under the Seekh program, a total of more than 50000 classes have been taken. For 
financial & social security, after identifying the eligible people, documents were 
submitted by Yuvodaya Volunteers for making 1000 new ration cards and for get-
ting more than 2000 pensions. 
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7628 people were induced 
to vaccinate and were im-
munized by volunteers. 261 
children were admitted to 

the Nutrition Rehabilitation Center 
by visiting the homes of malnour-
ished children, more than 372 nutri-
tion gardens were constructed and 
taken care of in Anganwadi centers 
and in the homes of children who 
came back from nutrition rehabilita-
tion centers for the purpose of 
making Bastar malnutrition free. 
Awareness regarding vaccination of 
pregnant women was done,1539 
pregnant women were vaccinated, 
and 1223 women were motivated for 
institutional delivery. Home to home 
visits were done and 4163 families 
were made aware about malaria and 
suggestions were given to maintain 
cleanliness.
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Bastar Dist. Collector Mr. Rajat Bansal with children during Mohalla Class
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anchayat Mutanpal faced acute shortage of 
water for households and agriculture activi-
ties. The water which was available was not 
fit for drinking. It was told through villagers 

that they had submitted many applications to the 
PHE Department, but no help was provided. After 
few days a volunteer of Yuvoday, came to know 
regarding this problem and filed an application 
regarding this and sent it to district administration 
and within 10 days the water problem was solved. 
Borewell was constructed in the village, today the 
whole village is very happy that now they will get po-
table water and their health will also be fine due to 
clean drinking water. 
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 Drinking Water Made Available

P
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District level two-day workshop

“AAO BAAT KARE”

In this workshop, Chhattisgarh Agricon Samiti's Program Coordinator Danish 
Khatoon Hussain, District Coordinator Yogesh Purohit {Bilaspur}, and our team 
on Mental Health were present as trainers. The workshop was attended by Volun-
teers, front line workers/aanganwadi workers/teachers/mitanins. Total 167 people 
participated in this training programme, of which 60% were females and 40% 
males, they were trained on various aspects of Mental Health. Discussion was 
held on difference between physical health and Mental Health & identification of 
people with Mental Health issues was explained. During this, the volunteers were 
also motivated to work for the development of their own community.Various 
activities such as shammi dance, blow your stress in Red Ballon,Udan Choo Tali 
etc were also conducted.

nder the joint aegis of District 
Administration, UNICEF, and 
Chhattisgarh Agricon Samiti 
workshop was conducted on U

12th and 13th January 2022. Agenda of 
this workshop was to increase aware-
ness of community as well as 'Yuvoday’ 
Kondanar Champ' volunteers on com-
munity Mental Health and child pro-
tection.
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ollector Pushpendra Kumar Meena participated in 
the closing ceremony of this workshop, encouraged 
all the volunteers, and said “for the first time in the 
district such a platform has been prepared by 

Volunteers Registered
(Oct 2021- March 2022)

C
UNICEF, through which youth and citizens of the village 
become volunteers and work shoulder to shoulder with the 
administration to solve various problems of the village 
people”
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Bijapur

870

Bilaspur Kondagaon

Kondagaon Collector Mr. Pushpendra Kumar Meena
In closing ceremony of  workshop “AAO BAAT KARE”
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ental Health is not only absence of 
Mental Illness, but far more than 
that” with an approach to spread 
awareness on this we arranged all 

Marching Towards
+ve Mental Health

“M
beneficiaries in different population groups: Mother 
and child, Children, Adolescents & Youth, Adults & 
Elders. To reach out all these population groups and 
to ensure community involvement, people were 
selected based on their interest and registered as vol-
unteers to work as village level Mental Health group. 
These Groups consists of front-line workers (Teachers, 
Mitanin, Aanganwadi workers), PRI members and 
community influencers, traditional healers, and vol-
unteers. Volunteers are further sub divided into 
youth, women, and adults. 
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ue to Covid-19, the worst affected 
sector was education, which had a 
worse effect in rural areas due to 
lack of facilities. Children were 

Ham Honge Kamyab

D
living either with minimum or no education 
in rural areas and were giving online exams 
from home. After 2 years, offline examina-
tions were going to be held in schools, due 
to this, children were stressed, and this was 
even more clear after having a discussion 
with community. The focus of “Ham Honge 
Kamyab” workshop was mainly on 10th and 
12th class students who appeared for board 
exams this year. There has been a drastic 
change in their study pattern and lifestyle 
which was making it even more difficult for 
children to appear for boards. To reduce 
stress and to support Mental Health of chil-
dren to face examinations "Hum Honge 
Kamyab" was implemented in the higher 
secondary & high schools of project area. 
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In this, Various topics related to 
examination and studies were dis-
cussed and various activities such 
as Meditation, Udan Choo Taali, 
Shammi Dance were performed to 
cheer up children and to increase 
their coping capacity to strengthen 
their Mental Health. We reached 
approx. 130 schools, 9000+ children 
and 250+ parents through “Ham 
Honge Kamyab”
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Failure Is An Event
Not a Person 

n online session to cheer up chil-
dren and to strengthen their 
Mental Health was conducted with 
CEO jila panchayat (Kondagaon) A

Mr. Prem Prakash Sharma which was joined 
by 1105 students of 23 schools. In “Ham Honge 
Kamyab” campaign as well as in the online 
session, Taboos were cleared that “failing in 
exams is not equal to failing in life”, “good 
marks do not mean you will get a good job”, 
“Success in exams does not mean success in 
life”. Exams, failures, success all these are 
events of life, and we should focus on per-
forming our best and not worry about the 
result. 

Schools Reached

130
Students Reached

9428
Parents and TeachersReached

286
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Topics covered in
Panthak: 

Relation between Health 
&
Education.
 
Why Mental Health in 
schools is important.

What Mental Health & 
Mental Unhealthiness 
mean in children.

Multi-tiered Support 
System. 

Social Emotional Learn-
ing.
 
Trauma, Fear, Bullying,
Violence.
 
Role of Parents and 
Teachers in Social-emo-
tional learning.

Safe space for children.  
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P a n t h a k
he word Panthak Means “guide” in 
Hindi, the one who shows the path. 
So as a guide for working with 
teachers, parents, and community T

on Mental Health of children a guidebook 
“PANTHAK” has been developed. This book 
has been developed in easy understandable 
language keeping in mind the stakeholders 
and their understanding.  This book estab-
lishes a relation between education system 
and Mental Health. 

School is a place where children spend their 
maximum time after home. It is a place 
where they are getting prepared for future, 
for society, here they face issues like bullying, 
they make friends, they learn social emotion-
al learning, so it is a place where maximum 
work can be done for Mental Health of chil-
dren. 
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UNICEF’s Odisha
Team Visit 

o observe working of Community Mental Health and Child Protection Pro-
gram “AAO BAAT KARE” UNICEF’s Odisha team visited “Kondagaon”. 
Meeting was organized on 4th of March,2022 in village Bhantgaon of 
block Makdi, district Kondagaon. T

“How mental health awareness is being created in the community”, “why mental 
health is important for us”, “What is the understanding of mental health among 
the people” what works are being done under all these topics were discussed. Ac-
tivities such as “Shammi dance”, “Udan choo tali”, “ludo on mental health” were 
conducted and interactive session was held in which village people shared their 
experience. 
Feedback related to “Ham Honge Kamyab” was received from teachers and chil-
dren. Children told that – “There was a lot of fear and stress in our mind regarding 
board exams, after the workshop we have gained confidence, we were explained 
how to handle fear and stress, now we are ready to face board examinations”.  
Teachers said - "This workshop has proved to be very helpful during examination, 
children were able to keep their point during this workshop without hesitation .
People Present: Monica Nelson CFO from UNICEF Odisha, Ms. Neha Naidu Child 

Protection Specialist, Ms. Radhika Srivastava 
CAP Specialist, Mr. Sugata Roy S.P.C. Special-
ist, Chetna Desai Child Protection Specialist 
from UNICEF Chhattisgarh, Mr. Abhishek 
Singh Communication Specialist, Manas Ba-
nerjee, Secretary Chhattisgarh Agricon 
Samiti, Mental Health Program -State Coordi-
nator Danish Khatoon, District coordinator 
Ashok Pandey, all block coordinators of 
Kondagaon - Baliram Markam, Kishore Kumar 
Pandey, Aarti Kunjam, Suryakant Jain along 
with volunteers of Kondanar Champs, village 
sarpanch, deputy sarpanch, panch, priest, 
active women, Mitanin, Anganwadi worker 
and other 225 people were present in the dis-
cussion session.
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All about

“Women’s Day”
n Women’s Day 2022 our 
team working on Mental 
Health in Kondagaon, 
Bijapur & Bilaspur cele-O

brated Women power. Discussions 
were held on Women’s Health, 
women’s safety, and their Mental 
Health. In day-to-day life women go 
through a lot of stress & problems, 
small gatherings and functions are a 
source of relieving stress for them. 
On this day our team organized vari-
ous activities for women such as 
“Rassi kheech”, “Matki Phod”, “Ran-
goli Competition”, “Drawing Compe-
tition” etc., more than 100 women 
(mitanin, aanganwadi workers, 
teachers, SHG members, PRI mem-
bers, panch, sarpanch) gathered in 
each block and participated in the 
activities. Small gifts such as pen, 
scarf was given to the winners. 
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Team Trainings to increase
Productivity & Morale

raining staff as a team 
means they can fill in 
for each other better & 
on top of that, their pro-

12

T
ductivity and morale will 
increase. So effective team train-
ing is an organizational necessity. 
Kondagaon, Bijapur & Bilaspur’s 
team working on Mental Health 
Visited Raipur Head office for 
training and discussion. Various 
games and activities which have 
been finalised for being per-
formed with community at field 
level were discussed and played 
with team first. Problems faced 
by the team in implementation 
of campaigns, activities and 
meetings were discussed. 
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Everything is possible with
#Behavioural Change 

e’re often not aware of the impact 
our feelings and behaviours have 
on each other, and because of this 
relationship, changing our behav-

Manas Banerjee 
Secretary  

Chhattisgarh Agricon Samiti 
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Most of the time we don’t notice our thoughts – they go on in the background, 
helping us make decisions and carry out many tasks automatically. Behaviours are 
simply the actions we take based on our emotions.  We choose how we are going 
to behave.  Behaviour can be classified as right or wrong, healthy, or unhealthy, ap-
propriate, or inappropriate. Our feelings create our thoughts, and our thoughts 
drive our behaviour. 

Because of circumstances and situations, we feel some emotions and develop 
some thoughts, they can be positive as well as negative. Because of these we take 
some actions and behave in a certain way and develop our personality. So, if we 
want behavioural change in community we need to work in these aspects of a 
person. We can either work towards changing circumstances or understanding 
and controlling emotions, if these areas are worked upon, it may lead to a right 

Emotions
Surge

Behaviour

Circumstances
/Stituation/

Conversations

Action

Thoughts
(-ve or +ve)

Personality

W
iours can have a very huge effect on our emotions. 
We experience some emotions such as happy, sad, 
mad, frustrated, surprised, anxious, etc, while 
facing different situations and circumstances in 
our lives and develop some thoughts. When we 
talk about thoughts, we’re referring to a lot of dif-
ferent mental activities, including wishes, hopes, 
plans, predictions, judgments, and memories. 

choice of actions. Once you can rec-
ognize your emotions and thoughts 
you can change your behaviour and 
Behavioural change is what can 
lead to Healthy Community in every 
aspect.  
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My Experience on  Mental Health

here were many misconceptions 
among the people regarding mental 
health, like mental health means 
mental illness, it should be hidden T

from all or its treatment can be done only in 
the hospital, there were many such miscon-
ceptions. After attending awareness cam-
paigns on Mental Health, they came to know 
that we deal with weak Mental Health every 
day, from waking up in the morning to going to 
sleep at night, many such moments come in 
our life when we lose our qualities and move 
towards a state of weak mental health, it is part 
of our daily life. 

With awareness, people understood that how 
they can prevent themselves from being Men-
tally Unhealthy and maintain their Mental 
Health in a better. In this, not only youth, but 
women and men of every age group were seen 
coming forward, whether it was a youth of 18 
years or an elderly woman of 80 years, there 
was a curiosity among them regarding Mental 
Health

I observed people's attitude towards mental 
health changing, people's behaviour has 
changed, now people are talking about mental 
health, and are eager to help each other. I have 
observed people in community becoming 
aware about Mental Health as well as spread-
ing awareness on Mental Health.

“AAO BAAT KARE”

Danish Khatoon Hussain 
Program Coordinator 

Chhattisgarh Agricon Samiti 
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Mental Health is not only for
English Knowing People 

ndividuals with limited English proficiency 
are a huge segment of our country, in LWE 
areas of Chhattisgarh people communicate 
in their native tribal language. Generations I

of people have grown up in societies that found 
terms like “psycho”, “schizo”, “loonie” and 
“crazy” perfectly acceptable. Speaking on 
Mental Health in Rural area in a language un-
derstandable by the people was a barrier. In 
today’s world when terms like anxiety, obses-
sive-compulsive disorder and depression have 
become common among all, it was difficult to 
explain what Mental Health is, what is psycho-
social model & how we are working on health 
and not illness. 

To overcome this barrier the IEC material which 
is being developed for communication was 
well thought and written in Hindi. In the con-
text of mental illness, Mental Health, and well-
being, negative words can be experienced as 
isolating and stigmatising, whereas positive 
words can convey dignity, empathy, and hope. 
It was difficult to find some words in easy Hindi 
but at last we were successfully able to express 
our thoughts into words. An effort towards 
explaining that We are working with objective 
that prevention is better than cure. We are 
working towards having an aware community 
on Mental Health.   

Manisha Motwani 
Senior Executive 

Chhattisgarh Agricon Samiti 
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Changing “Pain to Power”
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n our Program “AAO BAAT KARE” We talk about 
Mental Health, during this a question arrived in my 
mind that “Is there any difference between Mental 
Health of men and women? 

Yogesh Purohit 
District Coordinator 

Bilaspur 

I
In my opinion, from a psychological point of view there 
is no difference but from a psychosocial point of view 
there is a difference. In our Indian society, women are 
brought up differently than men. “Women should not 
go out of the house at night, women should not talk 
loudly, should not share it with anyone if they have 
faced molestation, harassment or violence and contin-
ue to bear it” women continuously hear all these and 
so they are under a lot more mental pressure as com-
pared to men.  

Mental issues like stress, anxiety, and thoughts of 
self-harm are often seen in women and it has 
increased more these days because along with taking 
care of family and home they are also working to earn. 
Apart from this, it is also not easy to go through chang-
es during pregnancy and post-delivery and to fulfil 
responsibilities of a mother.  

Me and my team came through many such situations 
while working on mental health in Bilaspur district, 
where women are facing psycho-social problems. At 
the same time these Women are the one who are 
participating maximum in the awareness campaigns 
and activities that are being carried out. They are not 
letting pain come in their way towards progress & de-
velopment. Our program “Aao Baat Kare” has created 
awareness regarding Mental Health among communi-
ty. By preparing people from the community itself to 
provide primary support on Mental Health, we hope 
that women as well as entire community will take care 
of their own as well as each other’s Mental Health. 
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“Aao Baat Kare” Inspires Sunita
 towards Positive Mental Health

hen “Aao Baat Kare” Team and 
Yuvodaya Kondanar Champs 
volunteers discussed about 
mental health in the communi-

Ashok Kumar Pandey 
District Coordinator

Kondagaon 

W
ty, people found this discussion a bit different. 
People of the community were already aware 
of physical health but not of mental health.
Mental health was explained giving examples 
of daily life then people realized how we go 
through weak mental health every day. There 
was a change in the mindset of many people 
regarding this. The community learned about 
the 9 qualities of a mentally healthy person and 
started observing themselves regarding when 
they are maintaining those qualities and when 
they are losing them. 
Awareness among community regarding 
Mental Health proved to be effective when 
People from a village of Kondagaon district 
told us that a woman in their village is mentally 
unwell and is reaching the symptoms of illness. 
The woman does not talk to anyone, gets irri-
tated easily and starts mumbling. Then she 
was referred to Shanti Foundation and will also 
be supported by district hospital if needed. This 
is what we are expecting from “Aao Baat Kare”, 
If people start understanding the importance 
of Mental Health and start recognising symp-
toms of weak mental health at early stage, then 
a person can be saved from going towards 
illness.

Sunita (Changed Name)
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Compassion
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Paul Kumar Nag
District Coordinator 

Bijapur 

oneliness is a burden, when a person struggles 
with loneliness he is not in a right state of mind 
and there are chances that he might take a 
wrong step in that critical moment. Something L

similar happened with Rukmani, a young woman 
living in Punem, Bijapur district. Rukmani lost her par-
ents in a very young age, due to lack of a care giver and 
affection in her life she slowly started losing herself. 
She lost control over her mind, she felt lonely she felt 
there is nothing left for her in life, and she had 
thoughts of self-harm
. 
Her mental health was deteriorating day by day, block 
coordinator Harshita and volunteer Lalita, recognised 
symptoms of weak Mental Health in Rukmani and 
shared this with me, Me and my team started meeting 
and talking to Rukmani. We started conducting some 
activities with her such as meditation and we 
explained her about mental health, and we motivated 
her towards life. Rukmani finally started responding 
towards our sessions and she showed interest in know-
ing about Mental Health as well as she wanted to get 
well for spending rest of her life happily. Her neigh-
bours too have started visiting her so that she no more 
feels lonely. Today she is in progress towards getting 
mentally healthy, she no more speaks of self-harm and 
is getting better day by day. The importance of these 
small efforts which people are learning from “AAO 
BAAT KARE” are incredible according to me. There is 
strength in togetherness and that’s what this story of 
Rukmani taught us.
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My wheelchair is not my Weakness

y name is Somaru Nag, I am a resident of Gram 
Panchayat Khamargaon Block Jagdalpur. There are four 
members in my family, my parents, one elder brother 
and me. I am physically handicapped. I do all my work M

with the help of a wheelchair. I like to study, and I have done my 
graduation in B.Sc. from Mahendra Karma University Jagdalpur. I 
want to do government job in future, and I am also preparing for it. I 
am a volunteer of Yuvoday and working for my village since last 3 
months. After joining Yuvodaya, I did a lot of work for the village like 
informing people about the guidelines made by the administration 
for the prevention of Covid, I induced people to get vaccinated.

Inspired women for proper nutritional diet and institutional delivery 
in association with village Mitanin. After working with Yuvoday, I got 
to learn a lot. Earlier I was hesitant to talk to people, now I can talk 
without fear, my self-confidence has also increased a lot and my 
work efficiency has also improved a lot. Yuvoday proved to be a great 
platform for me where I can work without feeling inferior due to my 
disability. Everyone supports me I even take Mohalla classes for chil-
dren and I am proud of myself that I am not letting my physical disa-
bility come in my way towards working for my village, my people.

Somaru Nag
Yuvoday
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We won’t stop
hen the lockdown started due to covid, it seemed that the 
lockdown would end after some time, but gradually covid 
cases increased and there came a time when the schools had 
to be closed due to which education of children suffered a lot. W

“Aamcho radio” and “Sikh program” were started with the initiative of District 
Administration & UNICEF. In this program, the volunteers of “Yuvoday” fur-
ther started taking classes in the localities of their respective gram 
panchayats. Till now more than 2200 volunteers have taken more than 5 lakh 
classes in 624 villages of the district. After lockdown, when the schools 
opened again, result of our efforts was clearly visible. Due to this initiative in 
Bastar district, the children were saved from being school dropouts and 
efforts of volunteers kept the spirit of education in the minds of the children.
Now through “Ham Honge Kamyab” we are working to reduce children’s fear 
of exams and to break taboos related to success and failure and we will con-
tinue helping our community at each step, whenever and wherever needed, 
we won’t stop.

Yuvoday
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Gallery

Figure 1:Stress buster "Red Balloon" activity
at Kondagaon workshop Figure 2:UNICEF’s Orrisa Team Visit 

Figure 3:Welcoming of Orrisa Team  Figure 4:Let’s do some "Shammi Dance"  

Figure 5:"Udan Choo Tali"  Figure 6:Discussion on Mental Health with Women
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Gallery

Figure 7:Discussion on emotions with adolescents
Figure 8:Ham Honge Kamyab workshop

at girls’ high school Kondagaon 

Figure 9:Online session of students with CEO jila
panchayat to reduce stress during exam Figure 10:Rangoli on Mental Health  

Figure 11:Wall Painting on Mental Health  Figure 12:Rangoli with Mental Health Messages   
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